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Abstract— This paper proposes a task-based control opti-
mization method for the robotic fish. It is essentially an adver-
sarial structured control consisting of a global control module
and a local compensation control module. In detail, the global
control module emulates an optimized central pattern generator
with Evolutionary Strategy, while the local control module
produces targeted compensation control signals with Soft Actor-
Critic. The linear summation of two control laws works for
the final robotic fish control. Considering that the evolutionary
computation optimization algorithms generally have the defect
of falling into the local optimum, we propose a method of
antagonistic training to improve the optimization performance.
The effectiveness of the designed controller is validated by
simulation on agents in Mujoco. Noticeably, the simulation
results demonstrate that the proposed method teaches the agent
fish to move to any target point with a low energy consumption,
which lays a good foundation for application of reinforcement
learning in real robotic fish control.

Index Terms— Robotic fish, Adversarial training, Structured
control

I. INTRODUCTION

As a typical underwater robot, bionic robotic fish is
playing an increasingly important role in education, hy-
drological monitoring, biological motion analysis and other
fields. Basically, effective locomotion control can help the
robot fish to realize fast, stable and energy-saving swimming
and complete complex tasks better [1]. Recently, the research
results on the motion optimization methods of bionic robotic
fish are emerging one after another. However, many control
theory studies focus solely on improving one aspect of
its capabilities, such as high performance or low power
consumption. It is difficult to directly theoretically derive
a controller satisfying with both high performance and
low power consumption. Fortunately, Deep Reinforcement
Learning (DRL) seems to provide a good solution to the
problem about multi-goal optimization of high-dimensional
continuous control, but its feasibility and accuracy has been
questioned.

In this work, we provide an effective method based
on adversarial structured control (ASC) for a robotic fish
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aiming at improving control performance while reducing
energy consumption. The ASC consists of two independent
control modules, namely global control module and local
compensation control module. In detail, the control law of
the global control module is the rhythmic signal generated
by the central pattern generators (CPGs), while the local
module offers an extra compensation signal through DRL.
On the one hand, we can optimize a finite number of CPGs
parameters by evolutionary calculation. On the other hand,
the compensation control law is generated according to the
real pose of the robot fish to coordinate the global control,
so as to achieve a higher control accuracy. Besides, thanks
to the assumption of two modules independence, various
optimization approaches can be employed, such as state-of-
the-art DRL and evolutionary computation methods.

Compared with the previous works, the main contributions
of this paper lie in two aspects. First, we design a simulation
agent fish based on the physical parameters of a real robotic
fish, and train the agent in Mujoco physical simulation
platform with simple hydrodynamic model [2]; Second, we
tested the control effect of ASC with the agent fish, proving
that our approach can effectively optimize the control of
robotic fish to achieve the unification of high performance
and low power consumption. Thus, the proposed method
provides a valuable paradigm for using DRL to control
robotic fish.

II. RELATED WORK

Recently, DRL has been an important topic in the research
of complex continuous control. There are some great teams
working on machine learning in robotics. Skydio and Wayve
have produced excellent results in UAV control industry and
driverless vehicle field, respectively, but they are more based
on the combination of deep learning and computer vision
technology. Their representative achievements conclude deep
stereo regression [3], SegNet [4], and PoseNet [5]. Besides,
Robotic AI & Learning Lab of Berkeley has made outstand-
ing contributions to create more DRL theoretical research
and innovative learning methods, such as the hot Soft Actor-
Critic method [6].

Among them, DRL algorithms for real-world robots
have provided potential prototype for practical applications.
Levine et al. created a case of hand-eye robot training
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with large-scale data collection [7]; Ebert et al. focused on
teaching robots new skills with self-supervised model-based
approach [8]; Pong et al. presented the temporal difference
models with high learning efficiency and asymptotic perfor-
mance thanks to combination of model-based and model-free
training methods [9]; Srouji et al. made efforts to explore
adding inductive bias for improving sampling efficiency
using structured control network [10].

However, for robotic fish focusing on the bionic mecha-
nism, the lack of data, visual feedback and the limitation of
computing resource makes these large-scale data collection
methods unable to put into full play. Hence, the locomotion
control of bionic robotic fish adopts traditional methods, such
as backstepping sliding control, fuzzy control, etc. Moreover,
CPGs are increasingly used to control the rhythmic move-
ments, especially swimming in robotic fish. For instance,
Yu et al. provided a lot of outstanding work in the field
of traditional control of bionic robotic fish combined with
CPGs [11], [12]. In order to reduce the dependence of DRL
methods on high computing resource and improve the effect
of intelligent control, we proposed that the optimized CPGs
were simply used to generate the rhythmic signal as the
global control, and the compensation control produced by
DRL was added to explore a better control law for enhancing
its robustness and stability.

III. ADVERSARIAL STRUCTURED CONTROL
ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we develop an architecture for policy net πθ

based on the prior information of robot motion and attitude
feedback. The whole control system is split into two parts,
namely optimized global control module with transcendental
knowledge and compensation control module, as shown in
Fig. 1.

Intuitively, according to the prior knowledge of the rhyth-
mic movement of the robotic fish, an optimized rhythmic
signal is what we essentially demand. Hence, the global
control module optimizes CPGs parameters with evolution-
ary strategies (ES), while the residual compensation module
stabilizes the local dynamics around global control using Soft
Actor-Critic (SAC) algorithm. Finally, the summation of two
signals is exactly the final control law, as shown in following
formula:

at = ug
t +ul

t , (1)

where at ,u
g
t ,ul

t are the final control law, global control signal
and local compensation signal at each moment, respectively.
It is worth noting that decoupling of control method is
inspired by structured control net (SNC) [10]. However, the
main differences between our method and the principle of
SCN are the division and fitting of actions, which is given
by: {

at = us
t +ue

t = un
t (st ,sd

t )+K · st , SCN
at = us

t +ue
t = ug

t (st ,sd
t )+(st − sd

t ), ASC
(2)

Fig. 1. Adversarial structured control architechture.

where us
t (st) is a nonlinear term presented by a sequence of

CPGs parameters. SCN uses the summation of 16 trig func-
tions to represent the Fourier series of CPGs. It trains a multi-
layer perceptron, input and output of which are agent states
and trig function parameters, respectively. Furthermore, the
linear network is designed by applying the nonlinear network
as the bias of the last layer node. Although this structure
seems intuitive, it is difficult to train a sufficiently robust
nonlinear control network for real robots. Therefore, our
approach weakens the dependence of the nonlinear network
on the real-time state, and only provides a general control
strategy. The deviation caused by this change is compensated
by local compensation control, which improves the feasibility
of this method in real world robot applications. That is, for
global control module, the control signal decoded from a set
of CPGs parameters directly applies to the servo angles. With
regard to the linear control module, we replace the linear
product term with the random action strategy obtained by
SAC algorithm.

A. Net Architecture

Biological research indicates that the rhythmic swimming
of fish is controlled by CPGs. In general, CPGs refer to
the neural circuits in the central nervous system. Through
the mutual suppression of neurons, it achieves self-excited
oscillation and generates stable periodic signals. Therefore,
CPGs are widely used in the field of multiple degree-of-
freedom (multi-DOF) robot locomotion control [13]. Since
the control object is a robotic fish, we choose Hopfield
nonlinear oscillator with more intuitive and simple param-
eters to construct CPGs. The global control module adopts
ES algorithm [14] to optimize CPGs parameters, including
amplitude, frequency, phase difference, and bias.

For a procession of robotic fish control, each step of its
action has a lasting impact, and it is hard to design a suitable
value function estimation, so the Evolutionary Strategy is
a better choice than the strategy gradient. Generally, ES
algorithms set the goal function with the following estimator:

Eθ∼pΨ
F (θ) = Eε∼N(0,I)F (θ +σε) , (3)

where F(·) denotes the reward estimated from an environ-
ment, θ indicates the parameters of a deterministic policy
πθ in environment, which is exactly CPGs parameters for
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the robotic fish. Therefore, we optimize θ using stochastic
gradient ascent with the following function estimator:

OθEε∼N(0,I)F(θ +σε) =
1
σ
Eε∼N(0,I) {F (θ +σε)ε} , (4)

which is approximated by sampling different gradients ran-
domly. In order to accelerate the optimization of ES, we also
employ a trick of mirror sampling [15].

As mentioned above, the residual compensation network
provides stability and complements in complex tasks. Studies
have shown that stochastic policy commonly works better for
real robot control. Meanwhile, SAC algorithm is considered
to be a relatively effective solution to the continuous control
problem because of incorporating the maximum entropy
theory to ensure that advantageous actions preserved in
policy. In particular, SAC algorithm is employed in this
method, and optimization objective is designed as follows:

J(π) =
T

∑
t=0

E(st ,at )∼ρπ
[r(st ,at)+αH (π(·|st))] , (5)

where E(st ,at )∼ρπ
[r(st ,at)] denotes standard expected sum

of rewards in reinforcement learning (RL), α is defined
as the temperature parameter determining the relative im-
portance of the entropy term against the reward, and
E(st ,at )∼ρπ

[H (π(·|st))] represents the stochasticity of the
optimal policy.

According to SAC, we designed a policy net and a critic
net. The policy network outputs the action corresponding
to each moment state, and then evaluates the action by the
critic network. Particularly, we should astrict the output of
the policy network, since its job is to generate a small amount
of control signals to calibrate and improve the motion,

al = Kl · tanh(µt +σt ·Dsample), (6)

where Dsample represents the data sampled from a normal-
ization, µt and σt are parameters of compensation action
distribution, and Kl is designed as a weight ranged 0.01 ∼
0.03 to restrict output which can ensure that the steering gear
does not exceed the rated speed.

B. Training Methods

We train the proposed ASC with several state-of-the-art
training methods, i.e., ES for global control module, Deep
Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) and SAC for the
compensation control module. Specifically, there are some
effective tricks in training.

1) From the view of network structure, the DRL based
on the Actor-Critic architecture is similar to Generative
Adversarial Network (GAN) [16]. Hence, researchers
used to focus on the similarities and differences be-
tween two kinds of model training. In the process of
training, we find that in order to improve the efficiency
and implementation feasibility, the accuracy of global
control module is reduced to some extent. The output
result, after only one round optimization of two control
modules, is less satisfactory. Therefore, we draw on the
advantages of GAN training strategy, and train the two

Fig. 2. Adversarial training strategy.

control modules by turns. Namely, we first train the
global control module by off-line to obtain a group of
better CPGs parameters providing the initial control law
for the robotic fish, and then alternately fix one module
and optimize the parameters of the other module for
over 3 rounds, as shown in Fig. 2.

2) The training principle of the model is intelligible. In
detail, optimizations of both global and local compensa-
tion control parameters are performed alternately for the
same objective function. The only difference lies in that
RL usually uses the single-step reward R to calculate the
gradient, while the gradient of ES is obtained from the
total reward G of each episode.
In the training, our optimization goal is to improve the
endurance ability on the premise of ensuring the robotic
fish accomplish the swimming tasks. Consequently, we
design a suitable evaluation function as follow:

max JΨ = cos(θe) · vm−β · τ× θ̇ j, (7)
s.t. vm ≤ vo, (8)

where Ψ denotes the parameter of CPGs. θe represents
the yaw angle. vm and vo are current and optimized
speed of the robotic fish, respectively. τ presents the
torque vector of the steering gear. θ̇ j means the angular
velocity vector. Besides, the updating strategy improves
the speed cos(θe) · vm towards the target point, and
reduces the energy consumption from the formula P =
τ × θ̇ j. In order to keep a balance between impact
of speed enhancement reward and energy cost, we
restrictively set an upper speed limitation, that is, the
speed in the optimization process will not exceed the
initial speed corresponding to the optimized parameters.
In addition, β is designed to determine the relative
importance of the consumption term against the reward.

3) Compared with single DRL applying multilayer percep-
trons (MLPs) control method, our approach has fewer
parameters. Moreover, the policy net and critic net are
two fully-connected MLPs with two hidden layers each,
and each of which consists of 32 units as well as tanh
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Fig. 3. Robotic fish model in Mujoco.

nonlinearities. This network structure applies not only
to SAC methods, but also to DDPG. The difference is
that DDPG directly outputs the required joint Angle
for position servo, while SAC takes the mean value
generated by actor network as the compensation con-
trol signal. By comparison, we find that owing to the
advantage of SAC, the training result is not sensitive
to the small change of node numbers and learning rate.
Therefore, we employ SAC as the algorithm architecture
of compensation control module. However, the output
value scaling factor Kt of the strategy network, as well
as the exploration parameter σ in ES optimization,
should be specially designed with hardware structure
of different robots. In addition, it is worth noting that
in ES optimization, we use the trick of mirror sampling
to improve the efficiency of optimization.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSES

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method,
dynamic simulations are conducted with an agent fish in
Mujoco. After achieving good demonstration of the control
optimization results, the speed and power consumption of
agent fish under open loop control and ASC are compared
and analyzed.

A. Simulation Platform

Fig. 3 is a simulated agent fish designed in Mujoco. To
reduce fluid resistance, the robotic fish adopts a slender body
shape of the pike. The head contains a yaw direction of
freedom, capable of flexible rotation in ±50◦. The robotic
fish is about 614 mm long and weighs 2.21 kg. It is based
on physical parameters of robotic fish, which are shown in
the Table I [17].

In simulation, we assume that the robotic fish only pro-
duces energy consumption and yaw motion through the
tail structure, thereby only four hinge joints equipped with
servo motors under position control are designed to simulate
the joints motions of the real robotic fish. In addition, the
position feedback coefficient Kp in servo control is set to 4.

B. Simulation Results

In the simulation, we designed two different control train-
ing tasks:

1) The robotic fish moved from (0, 0) to (4, 0). In addition
to this, the task requires the robotic fish to save the

TABLE I. Physical Parameters of the Robotic Fish.

Variable Unit L0 L1 L2 L3 L4

mi kg 1.528 0.159 0.159 0.171 0.091
li m 0.291 0.062 0.062 0.062 0.137
ci m 0.18 0.044 0.044 0.045 0.037
Ii,z kg· m2(×10−4) 290 1.8 1.8 2.0 1.6

1 mi, li, ci, and Ii,z represents mass, length, the position on the x-axis
in local coordinate, and the moment of inertia with respect to z-axis
in local coordinate of each linkage, respectively.

energy as far as possible, but the linear speed cannot
decrease significantly.

2) The robotic fish moves from (0, 0) to (2.5, 2.5). Mean-
while, the robotic fish should save the energy during the
process.

Fig. 4(a)-4(e), 4(k)-4(o) show the motion sequence under
an open loop control while the rest are under the closed loop
control from the proposed method. Fig. 4(a)- 4(j) correspond
to task 1, and the others correspond to task 2. As can be
seen, the swimming path and posture of the robotic fish are
terrible. Due to poor CPGs parameters resulting in incorrect
swimming posture, the robotic fish is usually unable to com-
plete the task, which also causes a lot of unnecessary energy
loss. In addition, this set of motion sequences shows that this
method has two obvious advantages. First, optimization in
our approach is carried out on the basis of achieving the goal;
Second, the optimization results are exactly in line with the
results of motion control theory research on bionic robotic
fish.

In order to verify the generalization ability of our training
method, we fine-tune the attitude of the robotic fish in both
tasks, and take CPGs parameters as the initial training state
of the robotic fish. The training curve is plotted in Fig. 5.
Two lines correspond to the training results of the above
exercise sequence diagram. The shadow range represents the
results of different initial CPGs parameters training.

In training stage, this method has a few training param-
eters. In the global control module, each steering gear only
includes four parameters (i.e., amplitude, frequency, phase
difference, and offset). Hence, there are 16 parameters for
4 steering gears to be optimized. Meanwhile, for each task,
the global motion module can be directly optimized offline to
obtain the satisfactory solution. Therefore, in the simulation,
the total number of training for each task does not exceed
1000. However, in the task with higher complexity, the
training difficulty increases correspondingly, and multiple
confrontational training is required. Consequently, task 1
has basically converged in the third round of alternate
training, while task 2 needs more time. In particular, in
the confrontation training, random strategy in RL will lead
to fluctuations in the original better results, but it will
converge again after optimization. Through analysis, we find
that generally optimizing the global control law can greatly
reduce the energy loss, while learning the local compensation
control law can help the robotic fish further improve the
completeness and stability of the task. More importantly, as
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Fig. 4. Task 1 and task 2 motion sequence diagram of robotic fish. (a)-(j) Straight swimming effect of robotic fish under
the control before and after optimization. (k)-(t) Curve swimming effect of robotic fish under control before and after
optimization.

shown in the Fig. 5, after each exchange of training objects,
the score of the objective function would fall first and then
rise, which means that our approach helps the original control
strategy to escape from the local optimum in search of a
better solution.

Furthermore, we compare our method with ordinary
closed-loop control in three ways.

1) In terms of speed, we set the straight swimming speed of
the robotic fish to be 0.19 m/s before optimization, while
our method resulted in a slight increase to 0.21 m/s. In
the training, our reward function sets an upper limit on
the speed reward, so as to ensure that the optimization
effect of energy saving can not be affected by pursuing
high speed, and meanwhile, the linear speed remains
stable.

2) Energy consumption is the main item of our optimiza-
tion objective. In the reward function, when the speed
reward reaches the maximum, maximizing the score is
equivalent to minimizing the power loss. The energy
consumption in the task 1 was reduced by 72.42%. It
is illustrated that the overall loss presents a downward
trend regardless of the different initial CPGs parameters.
What’s more, thanks to the adversarial training, the two
control modules can escape from the local optimum in
the alternate training, and then start to optimize towards
the new gradient direction. Therefore, it can be observed
in Fig. 5 that the loss value, which tends to be stable
after each optimization of ES and RL, can be further
reduced.

3) In task 2, the robotic fish generated 14.8% deviation
between the final and the target position under the
open-loop control, while our approach reduces this to
0.8%. Besides, no matter in the open-loop control or the
traditional closed-loop control, the robotic fish cannot

achieve the goal and reduce the energy consumption
at the same time. Nevertheless, via employing the pro-
posed control optimization method, the robotic fish not
only completed the task, but also saved energy. Mean-
while, the robotic fish also generated a characteristic
motion track that we can then compare with tracks of
real fish and study how to improve the motion efficiency.

Through simulation tests in Mujoco, we have verified
the effectiveness of our method. On the one hand, when
dealing with different tasks, for any set of CPGs parameters
given randomly, our approach can obtain a new control
law that enables the robotic fish achieve the complicated
optimization goal through adversarial training. Considering
the real-time requirements of robotic fish, we discussed
the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed method
and SCN. In the actual control of robotic fish, nonlinear
motion training is difficult but vital to deal with complex
tasks. However, the architechture of SCN focuses on the
generation of control strategy by a nonlinear network, and
the linear term only stabilizes the local dynamics around
the residual of global control. Actually, this is to virtually
improve the difficulty of training and weaken the feasibility
of application on real robot. In allusion to complex problems,
our proposed method only provides one or a few sets of
CPGs parameters sequences by global control module, and
makes full use of the advantage of compensation network to
help robotic fish better complete the task. On the other hand,
our approach creatively provides a practical and effective
solution to the path tracking problem of robotic fish. In detail,
the complex path tracking can be divided into subtasks of
finite target points tracking. Then, through the independent
training of these subtasks, the overall control law should be
a combination. At the same time, the effective reduction of
energy consumption has become a unique advantage of our
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Score and loss curves with different initial states for
tasks 1 & 2.

control method.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have proposed a novel motion optimiza-
tion method for a robotic fish based on adversarial structured
control. As a typical ASC architecture, the proposed method
consists of a global control module and a local compen-
sation control module. Specially, the former employs the
Evolutionary Strategy to optimize the initial parameters of
CPGs, and the latter trains the compensation control law
for each subgoal and the current state of the robotic fish
through Soft Actor-Critic. The global control module uses
the Evolutionary Strategy to optimize the initial parameters
of the central pattern generators. The local compensation
module trains the compensation control law for each sub-
goal and the current state of the robotic fish through Soft
Actor-Critic. During the training, we alternately lock one
module, and undated the other one. Both simulation and
experimental results demonstrates the benefits of adversarial
training mode: avoiding getting trapped in the local opti-
mum, effective control of real robotic fish, lower energy
consumption and more flexible task completion ability. Based

on the proposed method, the robotic fish can accomplish the
complex motion task and reduce the motion energy loss as far
as possible. Furthermore, it also provides a reference control
scheme for using DRL to control robotic fish.

For the future work, we plan to complete the validation
of the effectiveness of ASC on a real bionic robotic fish
first. Then, the real-time information (position, posture and
environment) of the robotic fish is extended to the global
control module, and the algorithm is optimized to improve
the real-time performance of the method, so as to finally
accomplish the verification experiment on the robotic fish
platform with high-speed computing resource.
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